Tanya's Maids Announces New Territory for
Residential and Commercial Cleaning
August 8, 2013
Surrey, BC (RPRN) 08/08/13 — Tanya's
Maids, a professional cleaning service
located in Surrey, BC, announces it is
expanding its services to include Langley,
Delta and White Rock, BC.
"There are several cleaning services
residents of the lower mainland can
choose from," explained Tanya Caya, owner of Tanya's Maids Cleaning Service, "but more
and more we were hearing from people outside of the Surrey area—individuals our regular
clients were referring to us."
Tanya's Maids offers professional, high-end home and commercial cleaning service. Their
specialty is large homes and clients who are very particular about how their homes are cleaned.
With the rate of new construction—and larger home construction—taking place in the Langley,
Delta and White Rock areas, Caya has found that their reputation has spread to those places as
well.
"Our teams maintain a very high standard of cleaning with an incredible attention to detail, from
crown moulding to baseboards. We are fully licensed and bonded, and believe in using ecofriendly cleaning products that are safe for pets as well as people," Caya stated. "These
principles are what turn our first-time clients into long-term clients, and why our name is being
passed on to others."
Caya says she has planned her expansion into these new communities carefully, ensuring that
her teams have the right experience, demonstrate a love for their job, and reflect the high
standards of the Tanya's Maid brand.
For more information about Tanya's Maids, or to arrange and interview with Tanya Caya, email
tanya@tanyasmaids.com or call 604-229-1933.
###
About Tanya's Maids
Tanya’s Maids Cleaning Service was founded in 2012 with one basic principle—to provide a
flexible, professional cleaning service to meet the needs of busy families in the Surrey, Langley,

and White Rock areas. The Tanya’s Maids team members have a combined 12 years of
experience. They are bonded, caring and dedicated to providing discreet, complete and ecofriendly cleaning services that fit seamlessly with your lifestyle.
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